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Dear Readers

I do hope you are all enjoying your holidays. It’s

important for all of us to be rested before we

return to yet another term full of activities. 

The last week of term one was filled with great

activities to further enhance the children’s

learning skills. An assembly packed with songs,

dance and music,  and field events wrapped up

our first term. 

This month many families celebrate two major

events: Easter and the Month of Ramadhan. We

wish you have had fulfilling moments as you

celebrate with your families. 

Eid is round the corner. We wish all families

celebrating Eid Mubarak! 

We do hope you will enjoy this month’s edition.

Happy Reading! 

Sincerely 

Dr. Nabila Farhat Siddiqui
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I was excited yet a bit scared about being in P7 knowing that I was a
candidate. My performance at the beginning was not so good, so I
tasked myself to perform better. I was overjoyed with the recent
exams results. I had become the person I looked up to. This made me
realize that if I put in enough effort, I could excel, no matter the
obstacles. 
Aretha Ankunda  P7Z

My Primary Seven Journey has been smooth so far. I found out that
lower classwork helps one to pass examinations. So I urge my fellow
pupils to revise lower classwork in order to excel and so is our
motto, “Anchored in Excellence” forever our motto. 
Solomon Mugisha P7S

My experience in P7 term one was a good one but not very easy. I
love the way the teachers teach and I know with their help I can
improve and excel in my exams and PLE.
Kota Girish Sai   P7D

My experience in P7 has been average. The teachers have been
teaching well and I have been attending remedial classes. I know
with time I will be getting my desired marks. 
Alwin Ahimbisibwe  P7D
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My experience in P7 has not been the easiest. I have just finished
my end of term exams and I performed better out of all the sets I
have done before, even though it was the hardest. I believe with
self-revision and consultation of my teachers I shall succeed. 
Manuella Baguma P7S

My journey in Primary Seven has been good. The teachers have
been very supportive and understanding. I have improved in my
academics and hope to get higher marks. I hope to get aggregate 4
in PLE and I know I can do it. 
Victoria Aturinda  P7Z

Primary Seven has been a bit stressing but fine. Everything has
been going on as planned. I have got the marks I want and I want to
do better. I love the way am respected at school. All in all, Primary
Seven is good. 
Donald Muhanguzi P7E

Congratulations for completing your end of term examinations. I am proud to say that
most of us improved on our examinations compared to previously. As we break off for
the holidays I encourage each one of us to take part in house chores. We should not be
taken up by our gadgets and televisions and once in a while go for outdoor activities. I
wish you all a happy holiday. 

Sasha Atumanya Okee
Head Girl
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Easter is a very common holiday
celebrated by many. But what does
Easter really mean? Easter is the
period when we get to celebrate
Christ’s sacrifice for us. The day our
supreme, mighty and powerful God
arose. So as you celebrate Easter
keep in mind someone died for your
sins and rose from the dead. 
HAPPY EASTER SEASON. 

Alana Kirabo

The children have been working so hard since the beginning of the

term and they performed well. Thank you children for the hard work.

As soon as the term closed,  there came Easter holidays. Easter is

one of the Christian holidays. We hope and believe that our dear

Christian children had very good time with their families.

The holiday is soon ending and I would like to encourage the children 

 to complete their holiday work and get prepared for the new term

(2nd term) and new activities.

Moreen Akampurira

Teacher

Teacher's Corner
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News in Pictures

The teachers have reported back and

busy in an in-service training session

A big Thank You to Mrs. Wacha for

facilitating a very inspiring workshop
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Teachers workshop
facilitated by 

 Dr. Nabila Siddiqui
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End of Term
activities are
always fun!
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Children
learn best

when
doing!
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